
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LONG ROAD DISTILLERS VOTED MICHIGAN VODKA DISTILLERY OF THE YEAR AT THE 2015 NEW 
YORK INTERNATIONAL SPIRITS COMPETITION 
 
In only its first year of production, Long Road Distillers was named “Michigan Vodka Distillery of 
the Year” at the New York International Spirits Competition. The famed competition, now in its 
sixth year, judges nearly 500 world-class spirits each year. Submissions were made from over 35 
countries, which were tasted and evaluated by an accomplished panel of judges. 
 
In an industry crowded with international corporations and non-distiller producers, Long Road 
Distillers is setting a new standard for how spirits are produced—not only for Michigan, but also 
for the region as a whole. Each spirit in their growing lineup is sourced as locally as possible, 
milled from whole grain, and fermented on-site—never being treated with carbon or charcoal 
filtration techniques to maintain a smooth finish and full body. 
 
“This is obviously an exciting achievement for us in our very first year," commented Kyle Van 
Strien, Long Road Co-Founder. "We're thrilled to be a part of the growing craft distilling 
movement in Michigan and around the country, and we're humbled to receive this honor, 
particularly in a very challenging competition often dominated by much larger brands." 
 
Long Road Distillers was also awarded a bronze medal for Long Road Vodka, a classic spirit 
boasting surprising hints of vanilla, caramel, toffee, and biscuit. “Long Road is fortunate to have 
access to the rich agricultural resources of West Michigan which serve as the foundation of all of 
our spirits, said Jon O’Connor, Long Road’s other Co-Founder.” This medal and the individual 
award reinforce our commitment to crafting world-class spirits in an honest and transparent 
manner. We look forward to building upon this initial recognition in the years to come as we 
expand our spirit offerings.” 
 
The New York International Spirits Competition was founded in 2010 and takes place annually in 
New York City. The panel consists of trade-only judges, comprised of retail buyers, restaurant 
and bar owners, beverage directors, distributors and importers. Together, they evaluate entries 
received from around the globe. The full results can be read at nyispiritscompetition.com. 
 
About Long Road Distillers 
 
Long Road Distillers was born from the belief that making world-class spirits means never taking 
shortcuts along the way. After becoming the first craft distillery in Grand Rapids, Michigan, Long 
Road Distillers formed relationships with local farmers to bring that mission to Grand Rapids’ 
West Side neighborhood. Each spirit produced at Long Road Distillery is milled from locally 
sourced ingredients and fermented on-site. The result is an uncompromised lineup of spirits – 
including Vodka, Gin, and White Whisky – a handcrafted collection of cocktails, and a wide 
variety of food options. 


